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April 15, 2015
Open Letter To All State Governors In the United States of America
Subject: Proposed Program to Assist Citizens Victimized by Illegal Aliens
Dear State Governor:
Violent illegal alien crime, especially crimes resulting in the deaths of American citizens, are
like none other in our system of legal justice. In every case, the perpetrator who had gained
access to our loved ones was illegally in the country; aided by the failure of the government
of the United States to protect our nation’s border, enforce current laws, and legislate for
citizens.
Based on these unique circumstances, the perpetrator was in our country illegally, special
measures must be implemented immediately. We have initiated a call-to-action for all State
Governors to aid citizen families by instituting a fully funded program called: Citizens of
Illegal Alien Crime Services (“CIACS”).
The program would require the state and local governments to coordinate with appropriate
social and legal agencies and pro-family non-profit corporations to work with victims'
families in order to secure a favorable and fair outcome. In each state across the country, we
propose CIACS to be established and administered through each state’s Office of the
Attorney General and to include, but not limited to, the following services:
•

Criminal Justice Support, including informing victim family of their rights, court
accompaniment, explanation of legal procedures, etc.
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•
•
•
•
•

Updates on the status of the criminal or civil case
Whereabouts of the alleged illegal alien killer
Citizen Victim Advocacy, including compensation information, application
assistance, social services referrals, etc.
Legal representation for restitution from the alleged killer (including corporations and
companies) deemed legally liable
Legislative Advocacy for citizens’ rights to guarantee transparency and truth
during the judicial process

This matter is urgent and should be handled prior to the end of the current legislative session.
Our families are crying out for help, and America is waiting for you to act. As your state's
governor will you help Americans by creating a “Citizens of Illegal Alien Crime Services” in
your state?
Sincerely,
America First
Latinos

Maria Espinoza, National Coordinator
Chris Cabrera
Olivia Garza
Carmen Morales
Naomi Narvaiz
Pedro Rivera
George Rodriguez
Raul Rodriguez
Tony Serbantez
JT Triguero
About Us: America First Latinos was created to prove, for once and for all, that the vast
majority of Latino citizens are solidly behind the U.S. Constitution and a secured national
border. Because this fact is falsely represented by a biased media, we have come together to
proclaim that most U.S. Latinos are unified in these matters. We also agree that it is
unacceptable for local, state and national public servants to assume that they speak for all
U.S. Latinos, a false and despicable narrative, and an insult to the millions of intelligent and
proud American Latinos across the nation. We demand that they cease and desist
immediately from this racist stereotyping. We also call for the immediate resignation of all
public servants who, through their authorship of bills, voting records and/or public speech,
have placed other countries and non-citizens ahead of our country and our citizens.
For information about The Remembrance Project, please visit our website listed below.
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